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Learn C# from first principles the Rob Miles way. With jokes, puns, and a rigorous problem solving

based approach.You can download all the code samples used in the book from

here:http://www.robmiles.com/s/Yellow-Book-Code-Samples-64.zip
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I really like Rob's style of writing; he explains concepts in a very easy to grasp manner. He takes a

fairly dry topic and keeps it light.My only qualm is that he constantly uses the term "bracket" when

he means "parenthesis", which could be a bad thing when syntax is so crucial in programming.

What I've always understood is that () are parentheses, [] are brackets, and {} are braces.Overall a

great book!

This book explains the C# language and object oriented programming very well, in a lighthearted,

even humorous, manner. I am an experienced programmer but unfamiliar with the newer object

oriented style of program design (yeah, I'm old), and I found this very helpful. It does not take a

hands-on approach, which is a drawback for actually becoming proficient, but an advantage for



learning the theory and concepts. In addition to specifics regarding the C# language, he offers good

advice concerning recommended practices of a professional programmer.There are some

formatting issues which can be annoying. Extra spaces occur randomly in the middle of words, and

occasionally a space is missing between words.

This is NOT your typical programmers book. If you want a quick intro to C# but in a stand up

comedian kind of way that makes it not only easy to read, but easy to comprehend - then you gotta

grab this little gem.I read it once for the programming tips, and again JUST for the humor. In fact this

is the ONLY book in my vast collection that I actually took a quote from for a presentation. Love it.

Start with this book if you aren't an experienced programmer and want to learn C# programming.

Even if you are an experienced programmer and want to learn C# start with this book!!! The text

explains a lot of programming details that you will learn from experience, but the little things a

novice wouldn't know are explained here. Like what is a compiler? What do you do with the

compiler? It also explains the why's and how's of programming. There's GOLD in those purple

highlights! Rob uses colors to make the programming code stand out. This is how a programming

language book should be written! Standing Ovation for Rob Miles.

This is an AWESOME teaching manual! It's very interactive by giving phenomenal examples for

each new concept. It doesn't rush through the process of learning (basically) an entirely new

language. The author, Rob Miles, is also very witty in his dialect.My husband is currently in school

for Game Design and I wanted to be able to follow along with what he was trying to tell me. Not only

did this book teach me to keep up with my husband's programming talks, but now I'm actually able

to help him with his homework!

This book is a great resource (at a insanely low price). The writing style is very inviting and more like

engaging in a conversation with your favorite professor than reading a technical brief. The author

adds much real-world content in programmer notes that gives the reader a deeper insight in to the

world of programmer.

If you had never programmed a computer before, this is the book for you. The author succeeds in

covering a large bunch of topics, avoiding just the most hairy C# concepts. Well written, easy to

follow.



Very easy to understand and gives all the information that a beginner needs. It describes

somethings by breaking it down which helps some understand it easier, but is a bit annoying

because I just wanted to start programming and don't want to read lots of text. Basically; this book in

the beginning is very text filled and less enjoyable because it is focused more on values for like 40

pages with little examples which you can copy and experiment with. The middle-end of the book is a

lot more fun and interesting. This book is also good for understanding things you didn't understand

in C# since they break most things down. It's a great book for 1$ and you should definitely get it.
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